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ABSTRACT:In today's reality where science has made stunning advances so have the late vehicles. These vehicles are 
more cutting-edge than any other time in recent memory. They have more speed, cutting edge motors and are excessive 
because of these reasons there is a need to adjust a gadget which can constantly screen all the different parameters of 
auto. So the utilizing CAN transport (Controller Area Network) which is broadly utilized as a part of various fields of 
industry and specific in the auto business, which permit the investigation of information going through the transport 
and era of messages. In this way the utilizing CAN transport outlining two diverse correspondence (entomb or intra) 
which is inside the vehicle and in the middle of vehicles. For correspondence reason here planning such a framework 
where vehicle drivers communicate with each other through the ZigBee correspondence furthermore through IR 
transmitter-collector vehicles can demonstrate to each other. Likewise planning such a framework which in the event of 
mishap will record every one of the parameters furthermore keep any mischances to happen and which will astutely 
make hesitant move to stay away from any mishaps before happen. In this framework the GPS and different sensors 
connected to the Car, will give all vehicle data straight forwardly to the proprietor. In this way fruitful execution of 
vehicle framework having all aforementioned application will be useful for shirking of impact in the middle of 
vehicles. 
 
KEYWORDS:Accelerometer, fog indication system, rear-end collision, IR communication, ZigBee, collision warning 
and avoidance system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
According to a report put together by National Institute of Disaster Management, in India like clockwork there is a 
street mischance i.e. l080 mischances every day. Human mistakes add up to 93 % of all mischances and as indicated by 
police, backside impact, passing the main vehicle and not understanding about right or left side moving vehicle 
constitute 80% of every lethal mishap. STRADA (Swedish Traffic Accident Data Acquisition) performed an 
examination that shows 9l% of all backsides impacts and surpass crash include trucks [1]. The most well-known 
backside crash and passing the main vehicle is an impact where an auto's back is smashed by an overwhelming truck. 
Likewise more impacts that include backside crash do happen without trying to hide with great preservability 
conditions on a straight street and in great climate condition however in any case terrible climate or awful 
preservability could likewise prompt backside impact [4]. Decreasing car crashes is one of the primary targets of any 
transportation framework. Mischances because of backside impacts and overwhelm driving vehicle is extremely normal 
and it becomes one of their inquiry wailed theme in the car segment. The late innovation patterns in the car business are 
incorporating so as to get more solace a vehicle mechanization procedures like impact shirking (which utilizes lasers to 
identify the items around the vehicle and when the vehicle gets nearer to any question, the brakes will be connected 
consequently), propelled security highlights, amusement gadgets and parcel more. As the innovation is adding to, the 
utilization of electronic control units (ECU) in vehicles is expanding quickly, making the correspondence between them 
extremely mind boggling. Multiplexed correspondence was in the end created to diminish the interconnections (links) 
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and the multifaceted nature between the ECUs. Be that as it may, the multiplexed correspondence has not met the 
continuous correspondence prerequisites[7]. 
In 1980s, BOSCH, an innovation based enterprise planned a multi expert serial correspondence convention called 
Controller Area Network (CAN) which is strong, continuous furthermore diminishes the measure of links to be utilized 
for the interconnections. The CAN convention is an offbeat serial correspondence convention which takes after ISO 
11898 models and is generally acknowledged in cars because of its constant execution, unwavering quality and 
similarity with extensive variety of gadgets. The CAN convention is a two wire, half duplex framework which has 
information rates up to 1Mbps and offers an abnormal state of security. Its convenience, strong, minimal effort and 
flexible innovation made it pertinent in different ranges of utilizations where entomb processor correspondence or 
disposal of extreme wiring is required. A percentage of the regions it is generally utilized are modern hardware, 
aeronautics, therapeutic equipment's, building mechanization and so forth [11]. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, described the objective of this paper. In section III 
we discussed about existing work and systems at the beginning of each section, we define the problem and its levels of 
difficulties, and then classify the existing algorithms with our discussion and in Section IV demonstrate scheme of 
implementation of proposed system. In Section V, explaining in detail how system works and its workflow and in 
section VI explaining actual proposed system with description. In section VII summarize this paper and discuss 
applications, areas for future research and conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

According to a report presented by National Institute of Disaster Management, in India at regular intervals there is a 
street mishap i.e. l080 mishaps every day. Human blunders add up to 93 % of all mischances and as indicated by 
police, backside crash, passing the main vehicle and not understanding about right or left side moving vehicle 
constitute 80% of every deadly mishap [1]. A mischance in which the back of a vehicle is hit by a trailing auto, 
because of quick change in auto's velocity as a consequence of crisis or hard brake connected is termed as backside 
crash. STRADA (Swedish Traffic Accident Data Acquisition) performed an examination that shows 9l% of all 
backside impacts and overwhelm crash include trucks [5]. The most widely recognized backside impact and passing 
the main vehicle is a crash where an auto's back is slammed by an overwhelming truck. 
Likewise more impacts that include backside crash do happen visible to everyone with great perceivability conditions 
on a straight street and in great climate condition however in any case terrible climate or awful perceivability could 
likewise prompt backside impact. Decreasing auto collisions is one of the fundamental destinations of any 
transportation framework. Mishaps because of backside impacts and surpass driving vehicle is exceptionally normal 
and it becomes one of the exploration wailed subject in the car segment [7]. As the Driver's capacity to keep 
consideration has a key part to play in anticipation of such impacts, a computerized framework that helps the driver 
would end up being of awesome help in lessening these mischances altogether [8]. 
The late innovation patterns in the car business are incorporating so as to acquire more solace a vehicle mechanization 
methods like crash evasion (which utilizes lasers to distinguish the items around the vehicle and when the vehicle gets 
closer to any question, the brakes will be connected consequently), propelled wellbeing highlights, amusement 
gadgets and part more [7]. As the innovation is building up, the utilization of electronic control units (ECU) in 
vehicles is expanding quickly, making the correspondence between them exceptionally intricate. Multiplexed 
correspondence was in the end created to diminish the interconnections (links) and the intricacy between the ECUs. 
Yet, the multiplexed correspondence has not met the ongoing correspondence necessities. In 1980s, BOSCH, an 
innovation based organization composed a multi expert serial correspondence convention called Controller Area 
Network (CAN) which is hearty, continuous furthermore diminishes the measure of links to be utilized for the 
interconnections [8]. 
The CAN convention is a no concurrent serial correspondence convention which takes after ISO 11898 principles and 
is broadly acknowledged in cars because of its constant execution, unwavering quality and similarity with extensive 
variety of gadgets [3]. The CAN convention is a two wire, half duplex framework which has information rates up to 
1Mbps and offers an abnormal state of security [2]. Its convenience, hearty, ease and adaptable innovation made it 
relevant in different territories of uses where bury processor correspondence or disposal of exorbitant wiring is 
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required. A portion of the zones it is broadly utilized are modern apparatus, aeronautics, therapeutic equipment's, 
building mechanization and so forth [1]. 
Our system aims at the automatic detection of text. This is done by the algorithm. Fig. 1 shows the flow diagram of 
text detection algorithm. The algorithm steps are summarized as follows.  
 

III. OBJECTIVE 
 

To design and implement: 
1. Rear-end collision avoidance system. 
2. Steering moving (right or left) indication system. 
3. If fog is in front of vehicle, smoke sensor sense that fog and vehicles red headlight beam will glow 

automatically. 
4. Safely overtake/pass the leading vehicle. 
5. System where all vehicle information or all parameters of the vehicle directly show to the owner. 

 

IV. SCHEME OF IMPLEMENTATION 
 
In this section block diagram of system is presented. A two vehicle are used for demonstration of system hence 

block diagram of first vehicle is shown in Fig. 1 (a) whereas block diagram of second vehicle is shown in Fig 1 (b). 

 

V.          (a) 
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Fig. 1 Scheme of system implements in vehicle (a) First vehicle system implantation (b) Second vehicle scheme of implementation 

V. SCHEME OF IMPLEMENTATION 
 

The proposed system uses an ARM 7 processor which is known for its efficient control and response time. The system 
is quick in response when compared with the available GPS and GSM based system in terms of response time. It is 
independent of any external infrastructure and network to calculate all its parameters which again increase efficiency. It 
is lower in cost as all its component are cheaply available and the processor is known for its cost effectiveness among 
its peer processors. 
The LPC2119/LPC2129 are based on a 16/32 bit ARM7TDMI-S™ CPU with real-time emulation and embedded trace 
support, together with 128/256 kilobytes (kB) of embedded high speed flash memory. A 128-bit wide memory interface 
and a unique accelerator architecture enable 32-bit code execution at maximum clock rate. For critical code size 
applications, the alternative 16-bit Thumb® Mode reduces code by more than 30 % with minimal performance penalty. 

 
A. REAR-END COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM. 

Here in this system, Transmitter and Receiver: The IR transmission uses pulse width modulation to communicate the 
breaking intensity. This signal is nothing but rectangular pulses with frequency around 40Khz. The detected signal can 
be measured for the change in frequency to measure the distance between the two vehicles. The concept of Doppler 
Effect is used to measure the distance; basically the number of Pulses can be counted in specified duration of time. The 
change in number of Pulse will be proportion to the distance the signal travels. When it detect the signal from front 
vehicle it transmits information to ARM LPC 2129 and it take action like if dc motor (vehicle) speed is high and close 
to front side vehicle, then stops it directly otherwise if speed is less and close to front side vehicle, then it get displayed 
on lcd and indicated by buzzer for keep distance from front side vehicle.  

The IR Receiver side input triggers the timer Circuit of microcontroller to count the number of pulse in of fixed 
duration of time T. The value of number of Pulses in time period is compared with the value obtained at the frequency 
used for transmission which is fixed. The distance is estimated by the time obtained from different of the above number 
of pulses. The distance velocity of care is used to calculate the time Gap. Time gap is less than the set point then the 

(b) 
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speed of vehicle is decrease. And it also check the distance between two vehicle to take evasive action for rear end 
collision of vehicle. 

 
 
 

Fig. 2 (a) IR communication for CAS (b) On vehicle IR detection 
 

1) Time gap calculation:The IR transmission uses pulse width modulation to communicate the breaking intensity. 
This signal is nothing but rectangular pulses with frequency around 40 khz. The detected signal can be measured 
for the change in frequency to measure the distance between the two vehicles. The concept of Doppler Effect is 
used to measure the distance.  Basically the no. of pulses can counted in specified duration of time. The change 
in number of pulses will be proportional to the distance the signal travels in fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3 Spread in pulse width proportional to the distance 

 
2) Control system: The IR receiver input triggers the timer circuit of microcontroller to count the number of pulses in 

fixed duration of time T. The value of number of pulses in time period is compared with the value obtained at the 
frequency used for transmission which is fixed. The distance is estimated by the time obtained from difference of 
the above number of pulses.  The distance and velocity of car is used to calculate the Time Gap (TG). 

TG = 
	 	 	 	

 

 
Fig. 4 Vehicle detection in percentage 

 

(a)                                                                                                (b)                       
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VI. STEERING MOVING (RIGHT OR LEFT) INDICATION SYSTEM 
 
Here in this system, Accelerometer is directly connected to the steering. It is an electro-mechanical which measures 

static and dynamic acceleration due to moving of the vehicle measured in terms of g force. 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 5 (a) ADXL335 Accelerometer (b) Block diagram of vehicle indication system 
 

At night, If driver moving the steering right side then led light moving towards the right side. And also steering 
moving left side then led light moving towards the left side. Because of that the vision of driver at night is wide at 
corner of right and left so condition of accident will be less. 

 

VII. FOG CONDITION 
 
In weather condition, If fog is detected in front of vehicle, smoke sensor sense that fog and vehicles red head light 

beam will be glow automatically. Therefore condition of accident will be less. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 6 (a) Block diagram of fog indication (b) Fog sensor with buzzer (c) Fog indication on vehicle display 

VIII. SAFELY OVERTAKE/PASS THE LEADING VEHICLE 
 
We are designing a mechanism of 3 LEDs (red - no pass, green-pass, yellow-to ask pass) and 3 keys to manage the 

overtake between two vehicles will be easy, condition of accidents will be less if driver know the exact position of the 
vehicle in front of other vehicle. 

 

(a)          (b) 

 (a)        (b) 

(c) 
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Fig. 7 (a) Block diagram of zigbee communication (b) Keys and LED for safely overtake the leading vehicle 

 
Here if driver wants to overtake the vehicle of front, than back vehicle driver request to press 3rd key to glow yellow 

light than front driver, if he wants to give pass than press 2nd key to glow green light and back driver easily pass. If any 
accidental condition is their so front driver not giving any pass to indicate to the back driver than press 1st key to glow 
red light so back driver know the danger. So never pass. This communication between two vehicles will be done by 
zigbee communication. 

 

IX. SYSTEM WHERE ALL VEHICLE INFORMATION OR ALL PARAMETERS OF THE VEHICLE 
DIRECTLY SHOW TO THE OWNER 

 
Here in this system two different vehicles of intra communication are connected to the server through GSM. Here 

particular vehicle send respective information i.e Fuel is less or high, Engine temperature, If Driver consume high or 
low alcohol level, if driver not wearing seat belt etc… these information are send from uC through GSM and receiver 
side another GSM will be received and through GUI displayed all information in Visual Basic software. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 8 (a) Fuel (b) Temperature (c) Alcohol indication on vehicle display 

 

 
Fig. 9 Vehicle display all parameter and GPS position 

(a)      (b) 

(a)    (b)     (c) 
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Fig. 10 Flowchart diagram (a) First vehicle working flowchart diagram (b) Second vehicle flowchart diagram 

(a)        (b) 
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X. APPLICATIONS, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 

A. APPLICATIONS 
 

1. MEDICALE (Ambulance) 
2. ARMY (Tank Trucks) 
3. NEAVY (Ships) 
4. INDUSTRIES (Automatic Robots, Crane) 
5. PUBLIC TRANSPORT (Car, Bus, Train, Aero plane) 

 
 B. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE RESEARCH 
 
In the undertaking, framework will be incorporated with CAN controller for compelling control of impact of 

parameter and other control activity in shirking of crash. So utilizing CAN planning such a framework which if there 
should arise an occurrence of mishap will record every one of the parameters furthermore keep any mischances to 
happen and which will insightfully make sly move to maintain a strategic distance from any mishaps before happen. 
Thus the using CAS and CWS system we make also side vehicle collision avoidance system. Subsequently the 
framework will be actualized with applications like directing moving (right or left) sign framework, vehicle sign 
framework in haze, backside crash evasion framework, securely surpass or pass the main vehicle framework. Thus 
successful implementation of vehicle system having all above mentioned application will be helpful for collision 
avoidance in between vehicles. 
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